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TOLEDO

%ms EDISON
Docket No. 50-346

JOE WwAMS. Jn
License No. NPF-3 s-- va w -w <

(419) 249 2J00

Serial No. 1278

June 6, 1986

Mr. John 7. Stolz, Director
PWR Project Directorate #6
bivision of PWR Licensing-B
Unfted St.ates Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Mr. Stoiz:

Under separate cover, we are transmitting three (3) original and forty (40)
conformed copies of an Application for Amendment to Facility Operating
Lica.nse No. NPF-3 for the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station Unit No. 1.

This appifcation requents that the Davin-Bense Nuclear Power Station Unit 1
Operating License, be revised to refJect the changes attached. The pro-
posed change involves Appendix A Technical Specification 4,4,10.1.

This proposed change defers the perfortvince of inspection and operabili-
ty testing of the Renetor Vessel Internal Vent Valves (RVVVs) under
Surveillance Requirement 4.4.10.1.h to coincide with the next reactor
vessc1 head renoval but no later than the Cycle 5 refueling outage.
Toledo Ediscn's request in due to the present extended outage and sched-
uled date, October 1986, for restart of the plant. The Hode 3 testing
required to be performed prior to restart, a.Long 1.ith the work being
performed on the Reactor Coolant Pump shafts, makes it difficult to
complete the extensive ef forts necessary to place the plant in !! ode 6 to
remove the reactor vessel head. Without the issuance of the enclosed
requested License Amendnent, inspection and testing of the RVVVs is
required to be completed by August 27, 1986, which would delay rectart.

Accordingly Toledo Edison requesen that this amendment.be expeditiously
eyslanted and be issued by August 27, 1986.

Enclosed is a cl ack for $150 as required by 10CFR170.12(c) fo* a license
amendment application. p

Very truly yours %'
. L /dJAci% A gag g bt p\

Attachment ( (
cet DB-1 11RC Resident Irmpector

State of Ohio
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APPLICATION FOR AMENDMENT

TO

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. NPF-3

FOR
*

DAVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR POWER STATION

UNIT NO. 1

Enclosed are forty-three (43) copies of the requested change to the
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station Unit No. 1 Facility Operating License
No. NPF-3. Also included are the Safety Evaluation and Significant
Hazards Consideration.

The proposed change (submitted under cover letter Serial No. 1278) is:
Section 3/4.4 Reactor Coolant System, Surveillance Requirements,
4.4.10.1.b

For J. Williams, Jr.

Senior Vice President Nuclear

|

By GOA?{ T'M
Dave Amerine,
Assistant Vice President, Nuclear

Sworn and subscribed before me this 6th day of June, 1986.

.

[h|1 A |00 A
~

Notary Public, State of Ohio

j MyConunissionExpires6*/f'f/
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The following information is provided to support issuance of the requested
change to the Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station Unit No. 1, Operating
License NPF-3 Appendix A. Technical Specifications, 4.4.10.1.

A. Time Required to Implement: This change is to be effective
immediately upon receipt.

B. Reason for change (Facility Change Request 86-0077 Revision A):
The scheduled date for the restart of Davis-Besse Nuclear Power
Station Unit 1, from the June 9, 1985 event, is October 1986.
The Mode 3 testing that is required prior to plant restart in
conjunction with the work being performed to replace the Reactor
Coolant Pump shafts makes it difficult to fulfill the extensive
efforts needed to bring the plant to Mode 6 and remove the
reactor vessel head and internals.

C. Safety Evaluation: See attached Safety Evaluation

D. Significant Hazards Consideration: See attached Significant
Hazarde Consideration
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SAFETY EVALUATION

Introduction

The purpose of this safety evaluation is to provide technical justifica-
: tion for a relaxation in the schedule for inspection and operability test

of Reactor Vessel Internals Vent Valves (RVVV). The_ Davis-Besse Technical
' Specifications Section 4.4.10.1.b requires the RVVV be demonstrated
operable at least once per 18 months, (which requires that the reactor
vessel head be removed) with a provision for extension of this period by
twenty-five percent. Technical Specifications 4.0.2.s provides a maximum
allowable extension of 4.5 months (25% of 18 months) for the 18 month
period. The valves were last tested on October 12, 1984.

In order to meet the Technical Specifications inspection interval require-
ment, the valve operability should be demonstrated by April 1986. This
License Amendment Request provides for a relaxation in that schedule. The
testing is now proposed to be completed the next time the Reactor Vessel
head is removed which is expected to be prior to Cycle 6 operation.

Discussion and Evaluation .

The RVVVs are large swing check valves mounted vertically between the
inlet and outlet sides of the core support shield. The core support
shield directs cold les (inlet) flow downward into the annular space just
inside the vessel and contains core outlet flow in the central portion,

directing it upward to the hot leg nozzles. The vent valve assemblies are
installed so they can swing outward into the cold leg water space should
pressure on the outlet side of the core exceed inlet pressure. During
normal operation and most plant transient conditions, these valves are

. held closed by both. gravity'and the higher pressure on the core inlet
side.

The safety function of the reactor vessel internals vent valves is to
relieve the pressure that could be generated by voiding in the core
following a loss of coolant accident. Steam formed in the core that would
otherwise block the entry of Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) injec-
tion water is relieved through the valves allowing the core to remain
covered. In the unlikely event of a rupture of the reactor inlet piping,
the vent valves promote expulsion of steam produced in the core directly
to'the break, thus enhancing the effectiveness of ECCS injection. The
valves serve a safety related function, and are subject to an inspection
and manual actuation to fulfill the following purposes:

1) Ensure valve operability
2) Ensure that valves are not stuck open during normal

operation
3) Demonstrate that the valves are fully open at the forces

equivalent to the differential pressure assumed in the
safety analysis.

.

_a
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The inspection program for these valves also ensures that the structural
integrity of these components will be maintained at an acceptable level
throughout the life of the plant. This program is in compliance with
Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

The present scheduled date for the restart of Davis-Besse Unit 1 is
October 1986. The scheduled Mode 3 testing required prior to plant
restart in conjunction with the work required to replace the R.C. Pump
shafts makes it difficult to fulfill the Technical Specification Surveil-
lance requirements (ST 5044.02) for the RVVV without impacting the
October-1986 restart date. RVVV inspection requires extensive efforts to
place the plant in Mode 6 and removal of the reactor vessel head.

Paragraph IWA-2400(C) of Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code with addenda through Summer 1978 states:

"...For power units that are out of service continuously for
6 months or more, the inspection interval during which the
outage occurred may be extended for a period equivalent to the
outage."

Our interpretation of this paragraph of ASME Section XI is that the intent
of the code is to provide a mechanism for inspection based upon operating
time of the facility. Since Davis-Besse has undergone a prolonged outage
in excess of six months following the last inspection and exercise of the
internal vent valves (October 1984), the time period before the next
inspection may be extended per this paragraph of ASME Section XI.

Since the last exercise of the vent valves in October 1984, the plant has

operated for a period of less than 5 months. Based upon our interpreta-
tion of ASME Section XI, approximately 13 months of power operation may
successfully be completed before the expiration of the required 18 months
interval. Further, since a 25% extension on surveillance interval is
allowed by the Technical Specifications, additional power operation for
approximately 17 months (22.5 months total operating time) can be success-
fully completed prior to the expiration of the required " Tech. Spec. Late
Date". Since the remainder of Cycle 5 is expected not to exceed 12-13
months, it is concluded that extension of surveillance of RVVV's to no
later than the fifth refueling Cycle (prior to Cycle 6 operation) is
justified.

With the plant in a prolonged outage, the internal vent valves are not
being exposed to the turbulent flow environment that exists when the plant
is operating. With the core being cooled by the Decay Heat System the
flow through the core is less than 1% of the normal core flow obtained
with four R.C. Pumps operational. Therefore, the internal vent valves are
not experiencing the large differential pressure that exists when the
plant is operating. Without this large differential pressure, the vent
valves are being held closed only by gravity in a quiescent environment.
From 1979 to 1982 THI-l's RVVV were maintained in a shutdown condition
with its RVVVs in a similar environment to Davis-Besse's RVVVs. THI-l's
inspection and exercise of their RVVVs in 1982 indicated no adverse effect
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upon RVVV operability. -

In additionfto the above, B&W has performed a survey (see B&W Report No.' '

11-1159702-00 dated January 20, 1986) on the RVVV's and the surveillance
tests performed on them by other operating B&W 177 plants. The informa-
tion gathered on'the RVVV surveillance testing is summarized in the table
below: '

'

Current Test Number of Number of Max Test
Plant Cycle Interval Times Tested Failures Interval

Oconee 1 9 Every Refueling 8 0 <22 mo.
Oconee 2 {A Every Refueling 7 0 <22 mo
Oconee 3 9 > Every Refueling 8 0 <22 mo.
ANO-1 ,7' A Every Refueling 6 0 23 mo.
Rancho Seco 7 Every Refueling 6 0 25 mo..,

| Crystal River 3 6 g 10 Months 5 0 <22 mo.
THI-1, 5 Every Refueling 5 0 37 mo.4

m
Davis-Besse, 5 18 Months 9 0 23 mo.

The abbve data represents ~400 RVVV inspections and exercises without a
; failure at eight operating plants over the past ten years. This data base

demonstrates that the RVVV's have exhibited a high degree of reliability
with nh observable degradation in valve operability with' reactor age. The4

- typical Tpan between RVVV inspection and exercise is 12-18 months with a
maximum test interval f e all plants other than TMI-1~being a2 years.*

In 1981, THI-I requested a change to their Techdical Specification to
allow them to delay their RVVV inspection until the refueling outage for;

! Cycl.e 5. Their previous inspection had been in early 1979 prior to the
THI-2 accident; and, the intent of the Technical Specification change was'

to allow TMI-1 restart without having to remove the RV head and inspect
the RVVV's. The Technical Specification change was approved by the NRC;i

however, due to'the steam generator tube corrosion discovered in 1982 at
TMI-1, the RV head was removed to' inspect the RCS. During this inspection
in early 1982 the THI-1 RVVV's were inspected ^and exercised vithout;

i failures. This inspection occurred ~3 years after the previous inspection
during which interval the plant was maintained in a shutdown mode. The
1982 inspection represents the last inspection performed at TMI-1. . Their

,

next scheduled inspection is at their Cycle 5 refueling outage which isI

I scheduled for the end of this year and will represent an interval in
excess of 4 years between RVVV inspections.-

Based-upon the past history of RVVV inspections and exercises without
.

vslve failures which includes THI T s 37 month interval between inspec-
tions fEom 1979 to 1982, an ex't'ension to the Technical Specification
requireme'at fo? inspecting RVVV's until the next RV head removal is

- justified for Cycle 5.

-

s
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Pursuant to the above, if the scheduled date for completion of valve
testing is extended to the fifth refueling Cycle;

1) The probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident
or malfunction of equipment important to safety previously
evaluated in the USAR is not increased.

2) A possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type
than any evaluated previously in the USAR is not created.

3) The margin of safety as defined in the basis of any Technical
Specification is not reduced.

Consequently, this is not an unreviewed safety question.

I

w
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SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

The proposed amendment request. involves the following change:

1. Deferring the Surveillance Requirement for the reactor vessel
internals vent valve (RVVV) for Cycle 5 operation, to coincide
with the next reactor vessel head removal but no later than the
Cycle 5 refueling outage.

The Davis-Besse Technical Specifications Section 4,4.10.1.b requires the
RVVV be demonstrated operable at least once per 18 months, (which requires .

that the reactor vessel head be removed) with a provision for extension of
this period by twenty-five percent. Technical Specifications 4.0.2.a
provides a maximum allowable extension of 4.5 months (25% of 18 months)
for the 18 menth period. The valves were last tested on October 12, 1984.

The RVVVs are large swing check valves mounted vertically between the
inlet and outlet sides of the core support shield. The core support
shield directs cold leg (inlet) flow downward into the annular space just
inside the vessel and contains core outlet flow in the central portion,
directing it upward to the hot leg nozzles. The vent valve assemblies are
installed so they can swing outward into the cold leg water space should
pressure on the outlet side of the core exceed inlet pressure. During
normal operation and most plant transient conditions, these valves are
held closed by both gravity and the higher pressure on the core inlet
side.

The safety function of the reactor vessel internals vent valves is to
relieve the pressure that could be generated by voiding in the core
following a loss of coolant accident. Steam formed in the core that would
otherwise block the entry of Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) injec-
tion water is relieved through the valves allowing the core to remain
covered. In the unlikely event of a rupture of the reactor inlet piping,
the vent valves promote expulsion of steam produced in the core directly
to the break, thus enhancing the effectiveness of ECCS injection. The
valves serve a safety related function, and are subject to an inspection
and manual actuation to fulfill the following purposes:

1) Ensure valve operability
2;) Ensure that vaives ar.e not stuck open during normal

operation

3) Demonstrate that the valves are fully open at the forces
equivalent to the differential pressure assumed in the
safety analysis.

The inspection program for these valves also ensures that the structural
integrity of these components will be maintained at an acceptable level
throughout the life of the plant. This program is in compliance with
Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.
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The present scheduled date for the restart of Davis-Besse Unit 1 is
October 1986. The scheduled Mode 3 testing required prior to plant
restart in conjunction with the work required to replace the k.C. Pump
shafts makes it difficult to fulfill the Technical Specification Surveil-
lance requirements (ST 5044.02) for the RVVV without impacting the
October 1986 restart date. RVVV inspection requires extensive efforts to
place the plant in Mode 6 and removal of the reactor vessel head.

Paragraph IWA-2400(C) of Section XI of thegASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code with addenda through Summer 1978 state's:

"...For power units that are out of service continuously for
6 months or more, the inspection interval during which the
outage occurred may be extended for a period equivalent to the
outage."

Our interpretation of this paragraph of ASME Section XI is that the intent
of the code is to provide a mechanism for inspection based upon operating
time of the facility. Since Davis-Besse has undergone a prolonged outage
in excess of six months following the last inspection and exercise of the
internal vent valves (October 1984), the time period before the next
inspection may be extended per this paragraph of ASME Section XI.

Since the last exercise of the vent valves in October 1984, the plant has
operated for a period of less than 5 months. Based upon our interpreta-
tion of'ASME Section XI, approximately 13 months of power operation may
successfully be completed before the expiration of the required 18 months
inte rval. Further, since a 25% extension on surveillance interval is
allowed by the Technical Specifications, additional power operation for
approximately 17 months (22.5 months total operating time) can be success-
fully completed prior to the expiration of the required " Tech. Spec. Late
Date". Since the remainder of Cycle 5 is expected not to exceed 12-13
months, it is concluded that extension of surveillance of RVVV's to no

! later than the fifth refueling Cycle (prior to Cycle 6 operation) is
l justified.

With the plant in a prolonged outage, the internal vent valves are not
being exposed to the turbulent flow environment that exists when the plant
is operating. With the core being cooled by the Decay Heat System the
flow through the core is less than 1% of the normal core flow obtained

; with four R.C. Pumps operational. Therefore, the internal vent valves are

| not experiencing the large differential pressure that exists when the

i plant is operating. Without this large differential pressure, the vent

| valves are being held closed only by gravity in a quiescent environment.
*

From 1979 to 1982 THI-l's RVVV were maintained in a shutdown condition
with its RVVVs in a similar environment to Davis-Besse's RVVVs. THI-l's
inspection and exercise of their RVVVs in 1982 indicated no adverse effect
upon RVVV operability.

1

L
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In addition ~to the above, B&W has performed a survey (see B&W Report No.
11-1159702-00 dated January 20, 1986) on the RVVV's and the surveillance
tests performed'on them by other operating B&W 177 plants. The informa-
tion gathered on the RVVV surveillance testing is summarized in the table
below:

Current Test Number of Number of Max Test
Plant Cycle Interval -Times Tested Failures Interval

Oconee 1 9 Every Refueling 8 0 <22 mo.
Oconee 2 8 Every Refueling 7 0 <22 mo
Oconee 3 9 Every Refueling 8 0 <22 mo.
ANO-1 7 Every Refueling 6 0 23 mo.
Rancho Seco 7 Every Refueling 6 0 25 mo.
Crystal River 3 6 18 Months 5 0 <22 mo.
THI-1 5 Every Refueling 5 0 37 mo.
Davis-Besse 5 18 Months 9 0 23 mo.

The above data represents ~400 RVVV inspections and exercises without a
failure at eight operating plants over the past ten years. This data base
demonstrates that the RVVV's have exhibited a high degree of reliability
with no observable degradation in valve operability with reactor age. The

,

typical span between RVVV inspection and exercise is'12-18 months with a
maximum test interval for all plants other than TMI-1 being ~2 years.

In 1981, THI-1 requested a change to their Technical Specification to
allow them to delay their RVVV inspection until the refueling outage for
Cycle 5. Their previous inspection had been in early 1979 prior to the
THI-2 accident; and, the intent of the Technical Specification change was
to allow THI-1 restart without having to remove the RV head and inspect
the RVVV's. The Technical Specification change was approved by the NRC;
however, due to the steam generator tube corrosion discovered in 1982 at
THI-1, the RV head was removed to inspect the RCS. During this inspection
in early 1982 the TMI-1 RVVV's were inspected and exercised without
failures. This inspection occurred ~3 years after the previous inspection
during which interval the plant was maintaine(. .n a shutdown mode. The
-1982 inspection represents the last inspection performed at TMI-1. Their

next scheduled inspection is at their Cycle 5 refueling outage which is
scheduled for the end of this year and will represent an interval in
excess of 4 years between RVVV inspections.

Based.upon the past history of RVVV inspections and exercises without
valve failures which includes TMI-l's 37 month interval between inspec-
tions from 1979 to 1982, an extension to the Technical Specification;

' requirement for inspecting RVVV's until the next RV head removal is
justified for Cycle 5.

.
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The proposed change does not involve a significant hazards consideration
because operation of Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station Unit 1 in accor-
dance with this change would not:

1.) Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences
of an accident previously evaluated (10CFR50.92(c)(1)).

Based upon the past history of RVVV inspections and exercises
without valve failures and with the plant in a prolonged outage,
the extension to the surveillance requirement for inspecting the
RVVVs will not increase the probability of an accident previous-
ly evaluated.

2.) Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any previously analyzed (10CFR50.92(c)(2)). It has been
determined that a new or different kind of accident will not be
possible due to this change. This extension to the surveillance
requirement for inspecting the RVVVs does not create the possi-
bility of a new or different kind of accident.

3.) Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety

(10CFR50.92(c) (3)) .

The extension to the surveillance requirement for inspecting
the RVVVs would not reduce the margin of safety and is done in
accordance with Paragraph IWA-2400(c) of Section XI of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code with addenda through Summer 1978.

On the basis of above, Toledo Edison has determined that the amendment
request does not involve a significant hazards consideration.

I
|
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